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Abstract:

Background: When COVID-19 pandemic was declared, the majority of countries worldwide started
to implement non-pharmacological measures to contain it, including school closures. As the
negative impact of this measure might be high in children and adolescents well-being and learning,
it is necessary to analyse the impact of educational centres closure on the evolution of the
pandemic.

Objective: To identify the evidence assessing the impact of educational centers closure (total o
partial) on the evolution of COVID-19 pandemic and to identify any existing gaps in knowledge.

Design: We will conduct an evidence synthesis based on an exhaustive literature search using
Epistemonikos and the L.OVE platform.  Given the evidence related measures for controlling the
COVID 19 pandemic is constantly evolving, we will establish a process for keeping this evidence
synthesis up to date until the end of the pandemic (declared by WHO) following the living evidence
model. Con
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Background:

Introduction and context

On 11 March 2020, World Health Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 (a disease caused by a
new coronavirus called SARS-CoV-2 firstly detected in December 2019 in Wuhan, China) as a
pandemic. Since then, more than 200 million cases and 4 million deaths have been reported
worldwide (1).

The symptoms of the infection range from no or mild cold symptoms to severe pneumonia, with
systemic impact in some cases, and death (2).

At the beginning of the pandemic, the European Centre for Diseases Prevention and Control
(ECDC), aligned with the WHO and the Center of Disease and Control (CDC) in the USA, published a
series of necessary public health measures to mitigate the impact of the pandemic based on the
epidemiology known by then of the disease (3,4).

These public health measures (or non-pharmacological measures NFM) consisted of the immediate
isolation of symptomatic persons suspected or confirmed to be infected with COVID-19; the
suspension of mass gatherings; social distancing measures at workplaces; and cordon sanitaire of
residential areas with high levels of community transmission. Among these NFM, school closures
were implemented in many countries, taking into consideration the uncertainty in the evidence of
children and educational settings role in transmitting the disease. These decisions were based on
what is known of the impact of pre-emptive early school closures on the transmission of pandemic
influenza (3).

Between April and May 2020, around 200 countries implemented school closures, affecting more
than 800M of learners (5). As long as the COVID-19 pandemic evolved, some experiences, mostly
in high-income countries, showed no measurable impact on increasing community rates once
schools reopened, though by then, there was low community transmission and basic safety
measures were still implemented. Evidence from Eastern and Southern Africa also suggested that
schools were not associated with significant increases in community transmission. (6).

Besides, different studies and reports have raised concern regarding the negative effects of school
closure on learning loss (7) and mental health in childhood and adolescents (8), thus some
organizations have reconsidered the measure and recommended its implementation as the last
measure (9).

However, where the virus local transmission rate is more prevalent or where safety measures
cannot be universally implemented, decision-making becomes more complex. After more than a
year of the pandemic, 17 countries still keep this NFM measure (partially o totally), according to
UNESCO (5). Thus, there are still uncertainties around when, and for how long schools need to be
closed and to what degree this measure has an impact on the number of cases and spread of
COVID-19. There is a multitude of study designs (mainly modelling studies), populations, settings,
interventions and outcomes that have been assessed, with contradictory results. To make sense of
this heterogeneity, we propose to conduct a rapid scoping review. This rapid scoping review is
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intended to serve as a precursor to a systematic review of effectiveness, which might inform
guidelines to help countries in implementing NFM.

The rationale for conducting a scoping review:

Educational centres closure is a complex intervention that many countries implemented with the
purpose of containing the COVID-19 pandemic. The implementation was heterogeneous (different
settings and length, in different moments of the pandemic) and with the coexistence of other NFM
and the reviews have not addressed this complexity (10). The negative effects that school closure
might have had in children and teens have led countries to consider that intervention as the last
one (9). To our knowledge, there is no review that assesses the range of outcomes (positive and
negative) of school closure in containing the COVID-19 pandemic.

Objectives:

To identify the evidence assessing the impact of educational centers closure (total o partial) on the
evolution of COVID-19 pandemic and to identify any existing gaps in knowledge.

The following research question was formulated: what is known from the literature about the
impact of school closure in containing the COVID-19 pandemic on the population?

Protocol and registration:

This review is reported in line with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses extension for Scoping Reviews (PRISMA-ScR) checklist and was registered with the
Open Science Framework.

We will conduct an evidence synthesis based on an exhaustive literature search. Given the
evidence related measures for controlling the COVID 19 pandemic is constantly evolves we will
establish a process for keeping this evidence synthesis up to date until the end of the pandemic
(declared by WHO) following the living evidence modelEligibility criteria:

Type of studies: We will consider systematic reviews and meta-analysis studies, scoping reviews
and primary studies not included in those reviews, that have been peer-reviewed and that address
the intervention (school-educational center closure) during the pandemic of COVID-19, regardless
the primary studies design (i.e. randomized control trials, nonrandomized controlled studies or
modelling studies).

Type of participants: general population at risk of having COVID-19. For the negative impact effect
of school closure, we will select studies that include children (0-9 yo) and adolescents (10 to 19 yo),
according to UNICEF definition (11)

Type of intervention: We will include those studies (systematic reviews, broad synthesis, primary
studies) that consider different school setting closure or closure of educational centres
(total/partial). Settings (from European and non-European countries) include:

● Kindergarden
● Schools
● Secondary schools
● Universities
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● Other educational centers

Type of outcomes: we will include those studies that include both outcomes related to the
evolution of the pandemic and the potentially harmful effects of the intervention:

● Effects on pandemic control: incidence of infection at 7/14 days; incidence of hospitalization
at 7/14 days; incidence of hospitalization on ICU at 7/14 days; mortality rates at 7/14 days

● Potential harmful effects of the intervention: mental health and quality of life on scholars,
learning loss

Time period: We will consider all the time periods since the declaration of the pandemic (March
2020), irrespective of the period when the closure was established, to September 2021.

Information sources:

We will use the L.OVE platform COVID-19 Evidence (Epistemonikos) as the primary source of
information, as we are particularly interested in keeping abreast of emerging and ongoing
systematic reviews, in addition to existing published (12,13). As such, we will pre-set an alert every
month, followed by deduplication of the references by the documentalist each time there is an
alert of new publications.

Electronic search: Our literature search was devised by the team maintaining the L·OVE platform
(https://app.iloveevidence.com) , using the following approach:

▪ Identification of terms relevant to the population and intervention components of the
search strategy, using Word2vec technology (14) to the corpus of documents available in
Epistemonikos Database.
▪ Discussion of terms with content and methods experts to identify relevant, irrelevant and
missing terms.
▪ Creation of a sensitive boolean strategy encompassing all the relevant terms

Our main search source will be Epistemonikos database (https://www.epistemonikos.org), a
comprehensive database of systematic reviews and other types of evidence, maintained by
screening multiple information sources to identify systematic reviews and their included primary
studies, including Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, Pubmed/MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL,
PsycINFO, LILACS, DARE, HTA Database, Campbell database, JBI Database of Systematic Reviews
and Implementation Reports, EPPI-Centre Evidence Library (13).

An additional search will be performed on PubMed in order to identify randomized trials/primary
studies not included in reviews. The searches will cover the inception date of each database. No
study design, publication status or language restriction will be applied to the searches in
Epistemonikos or the additional searches. The definition of systematic review in Epistemonikos is
broader than the definition used by Cochrane Reviews (15). They consider a systematic review for
inclusion if it fulfils the following criteria:

▪ Provides a description of at least one eligibility criterion
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▪ Its main objective is to synthesize primary studies (other syntheses might be used as an
additional source for studies).

▪ Reports an explicit method that includes searching in at least one electronic database.
▪ They also include a synthesis of primary studies that do not fulfil the above definition but

are judged to add valuable information. Some examples are individual patient meta-analysis
or meta-analysis of unpublished data.

For boolean search strategy, see Annex 1

Selection of sources of evidence: The results of the literature search in the repository will be
automatically incorporated into the L·OVE platform (automated retrieval), where the titles and
abstracts will be independently screened by two reviewers (MR and RV) against the inclusion
criteria. We will obtain the full reports for all records that appear to meet the inclusion criteria or
require further analysis to decide about their inclusion. We resolved disagreements on study
selection and data extraction by consensus and discussion with a third reviewer (EG) if needed. We
will record the reasons for excluding studies at any stage of the search and outline the study
selection process in a PRISMA flow diagram adapted for the purpose of this project.

Data charting process: A data-charting form (excel file) will be jointly developed by two reviewers
(MR and EG) to determine which variables to extract. The two reviewers independently will chart
the data, discuss the results and continuously update the data-charting form in an iterative
process.

Data items:
We will abstract data on:

- article characteristics (title, author, country, date of publication. In case of systematic
reviews, date of update, number of studies and participants included, search strategy
(number and name of databases used, period of time)

- Population characteristics
- Description of the intervention: type of closure (partially, totally), type of educational

center, period of closure (month and year onset and end), epidemiological situation during
the intervention, if the intervention was done alongside other NFM

- Comparators used
- Outcomes:

● Effects on pandemic control: incidence of infection at 7/14 days; incidence of
hospitalization at 7/14 days; incidence of hospitalization on ICU at 7/14 days;
mortality rates at 7/14 days with its corresponding effect estimates and confidence
intervals

● Potential harmful effects of the intervention: mental health and quality of life on
scholars, learning loss (results from questionnaires applied)

Critical appraisal of individual sources of evidence:
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Assessment of methodological quality/risk of bias of included systematic reviews:

Two review authors will each independently assess the studies for risk of bias using the AMSTAR2
tool (16) for systematic reviews, the Cochrane RoB 2.0 tool for randomized controlled trials (17),
and the Robins-I (18) for non-randomized trials. To assess the relevance and credibility of
modelling studies, we will use the ISPOR questionnaire (19). We will resolve any disagreements
through discussion and, where necessary, through consultation with a third review author

Information for quality assessment will be incorporated into the data extraction form, which will be
pilot-tested on a random sample of seven included articles that ranged from low to high quality.

Synthesis of results:

We will present the results in narrative and tabular summaries grouped by outcomes and type of
intervention (partially or totally closure). We will summarize the type of settings (kindergarden,
primary schools, etc), population and studies design for each group, along with the measures
found and the broad findings.

Monitoring new evidence:

We will use the L.OVE platform to monitor new primary studies and systematic reviews through
COVID-19 evidence, where a pre-specified research question regarding “School closure” has been
established. A documentalist will consult the platform every two months. Two reviewers will select
new eligible studies retrieved from the automatic selection performed by the platform according
to the same eligible criteria describe in this protocol. When the new evidence allows generating
valid conclusions about the outcomes of interest, we will conclude monitoring.

Dissemination plan: through the Agency’s webpage and social media, as a scientific article in a
journal, through scientific conferences.

Acknowledgements: This evidence synthesis is developing under the guidedance of the “Living
Evidence to inform health decisions” project that project has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under the Marie Skłodowska-Curie
grant agreement No 894990.

Annex 1 Boolean search strategy
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Epistemonikos:

(((school* OR "high-school" OR "high-schools" OR "k-12" OR "k12" OR k12* OR (educational* AND
(facilit* OR institution*))) AND (closure* OR closing* OR closed* OR lockdown* OR shut))) AND
(coronavir* OR coronovirus* OR betacoronavir* OR "beta-coronavirus" OR "beta-coronaviruses"
OR "corona virus" OR "virus corona" OR "corono virus" OR "virus corono" OR hcov* OR covid* OR
"2019-ncov" OR cv19* OR "cv-19" OR "cv 19" OR "n-cov" OR ncov* OR (wuhan* AND (virus OR
viruses OR viral)) OR "2019-ncov-related" OR "cv-19-related" OR "n-cov-related" OR sars* OR sari
OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome" OR antisars* OR "anti-sars-cov-2" OR "anti-sars-cov2" OR
"anti-sarscov-2" OR "anti-sarscov-2" OR "post-COVID-19" OR "Not-of-COVID-19" OR "corona
patients" OR "article-covid-19" OR "post-covid-19" OR "post-covid" OR "with-covid-19" OR
"pre-covid" OR "pre-covid-19" OR "with-covid" OR "anti-covid-19" OR "n-covid" OR "no-covid")

Medline. PUBMED:

(((school* OR "high-school" OR "high-schools" OR "k-12" OR "k12" OR k12* OR (educational* AND
(facilit* OR institution*))) AND (closure* OR closing* OR closed* OR lockdown* OR shut))) AND
(coronavir* OR coronovirus* OR betacoronavir* OR "beta-coronavirus" OR "beta-coronaviruses"
OR "corona virus" OR "virus corona" OR "corono virus" OR "virus corono" OR hcov* OR covid* OR
"2019-ncov" OR cv19* OR "cv-19" OR "cv 19" OR "n-cov" OR ncov* OR (wuhan* AND (virus OR
viruses OR viral)) OR "2019-ncov-related" OR "cv-19-related" OR "n-cov-related" OR sars* OR sari
OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome" OR antisars* OR "anti-sars-cov-2" OR "anti-sars-cov2" OR
"anti-sarscov-2" OR "anti-sarscov-2" OR "post-COVID-19" OR "Not-of-COVID-19" OR "corona
patients" OR "article-covid-19" OR "post-covid-19" OR "post-covid" OR "with-covid-19" OR
"pre-covid" OR "pre-covid-19" OR "with-covid" OR "anti-covid-19" OR "n-covid" OR "no-covid")
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